The potential role of stratospheric ozone in the stratosphere-ionosphere coupling during stratospheric warmings
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[1] The recent discovery of large ionospheric disturbances associated with sudden stratospheric warmings (SSW) has challenged the current understanding of mechanisms coupling the stratosphere and ionosphere. Non-linear interaction of planetary waves and tides has been invoked as a primary mechanism for such coupling. Here we show that planetary waves may play a more complex role than previously thought. Planetary wave forcing induces a global circulation that leads to the build-up of ozone density in the tropics at 30–50 km altitude, the primary region responsible for the generation of the migrating semidiurnal tide. The increase in the ozone density reaches 25% and lasts for ~35 days following the SSW, long after the collapse of the planetary waves. Ozone enhancements are not only associated with SSW but are also observed after other amplifications in planetary waves. In addition, the longitudinal distribution of the ozone becomes strongly asymmetric, potentially leading to the generation of non-migrating semidiurnal tides. We report a persistent increase in the variability of ionospheric total electron content that coincides with the increase in stratospheric ozone and we suggest that the ozone fluctuations affect the ionosphere through the modified tidal forcing.


1. Introduction

[2] Stratospheric sudden warmings (SSW) events have recently received significant attention as primary examples of the strong vertical coupling between the different atmospheric levels. Series of recent results have presented a strong evidence of large variations in the upper atmosphere (above 100 km) during SSW events. Alternating layers of warming in the lower thermosphere (~120–140 km) and cooling in the ionosphere above ~150 km were reported at the middle latitudes by Goncharenko and Zhang [2008]. Surprisingly large variations in vertical ion drifts were observed in the low-latitude ionosphere [Chau et al., 2009]. Disturbances in the ion drift variations at the magnetic equator drive profound changes in the low-latitude electron density and significantly contribute to the variability of the equatorial ionization anomaly [Goncharenko et al., 2010a, 2010b; Pancheva and Mukhtarov, 2011; Liu et al., 2011]. An important characteristic of ionospheric disturbances related to the SSW is their apparent tidal nature: increase in the vertical ion drift and total electron content was followed by a decrease 6 hours later, leading to the hypothesis about amplified semidiurnal tides in the low-latitude lower thermosphere during SSW events.

[3] As SSW events are driven by strong enhancements in the quasi-stationary planetary wave activity, it has been suggested that the coupling between the stratosphere and the ionosphere occurs through the non-linear interaction of planetary waves and tides. Both numerical simulations and observations support this suggestion. Analysis of GPS TEC (Total Electron Content) data has found an increase in the amplitudes of both migrating and non-migrating semidiurnal tides during SSW events [Pedatella and Forbes, 2010]. Numerical simulations have demonstrated amplifications of tidal modes in the mesosphere-lower thermosphere region [Liu et al., 2010; Fuller-Rowell et al., 2011]. Both migrating and non-migrating tides can be affected, resulting in a complex spatio-temporal pattern in the lower thermosphere. The TIMEGCM model indicates an increase in the 24-h tide and 12-h tides [Liu et al., 2010], while the WAM model shows a decrease in the 12-h wave and a pronounced increase in the amplitude of an 8-h tide [Fuller-Rowell et al., 2011]. Simulations by Liu et al. [2010] show the maximum increase in 12-h tides 1 day after the peak in planetary wave activity. However, experimental observations demonstrate that the maximum ionospheric disturbances are observed several days later [Chau et al., 2009; Goncharenko et al., 2010a, 2010b; Liu et al., 2011], i.e., when planetary wave activity has already decreased. Important discrepancies between the model simulations and observations seem to indicate that, in addition to the non-linear interaction between planetary waves and tides, other mechanisms might be involved.

[4] The semidiurnal migrating tide is generated by the interaction of solar radiation with stratospheric ozone, which maximizes around 10°S in January [Hagan et al., 1999]. The ozone heating peaks at ~45 km altitude with an approximate Gaussian distribution above and below this height, and the most important contributions are coming from between 30–60 km [Forbes and Garrett, 1978]. To gain further insights into the coupling processes between the stratosphere and the ionosphere, we use stratospheric data from the European Center for Medium Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) and ionospheric data from GPS TEC for a case study of winter 2008/09.

2. Data

[5] For a description of variations in stratospheric parameters we use ERA-Interim data, which is the latest global...
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Figure 1. Development of planetary wave activity for (a) wave 1 and (b) wave 2, (c) residual mean meridional circulation \( v^* \) [e.g., Andrews et al., 1987], and (d) temperature in Dec 2008–Feb 2009. All figures at 2 hPa. The increase in planetary wave activity at high latitudes induces an enhanced northward residual circulation between 20°S–80°N and a cooling in the tropics. Vertical lines indicate Jan 23, 2009, the peak of stratospheric temperature at 90°N and 10 hPa during the major SSW.

atmospheric reanalysis produced by the ECMWF [Dee et al., 2011]. The data is provided globally with 1.5 × 1.5 degree horizontal resolution and 6 hours temporal resolution. The top level of the data set is 1 hPa (~48 km).

For this study we also use maps of global total electron content (TEC) that were obtained by MIT Haystack Observatory [Rideout and Coster, 2006] from over 2000 worldwide GPS receivers. The TEC estimates are produced in 1° × 1° bins of latitude/longitude with 5 minutes temporal resolution and distributed over those locations where data is available. More details on GPS TEC analysis are given by Goncharenko et al. [2010b].

3. Results

We focus on the analysis of stratospheric data in the upper stratosphere, as both the planetary waves as well as the migrating semidiurnal tide are produced below that level. Planetary-scale disturbances are almost always present during Northern Hemisphere winter. Figure 1 presents the evolution of planetary wave amplitude computed from geopotential height for the winter 2008/09 at the 2 hPa level. The two main features of interest here are the temporal and spatial development in planetary wave activity. Planetary wave 1 (Figure 1a) is strongly amplified in early December (days 1–20) and in early January (days 34–40), with only moderate enhancement during the SSW event. Planetary wave 2 amplitude (Figure 1b) reaches a maximum on January 17, 2009, and decreases sharply as the SSW develops. Anomalously low stratospheric planetary wave activity during the mature stage of a SSW is a well-established behavior [Limpasuvan et al., 2004], as planetary waves generated in the troposphere cease to propagate into the stratosphere due to the change in zonal mean flow. Another important feature is that high planetary wave activity is limited to the latitude range of 40–80°N, and is much weaker at lower latitudes, where the semidiurnal migrating tide is generated.

Amplifications of high-latitude planetary waves are accompanied by significant anomalies in the residual mean circulation (Figure 1c). At the 2 hPa pressure level, this circulation exhibits an enhanced northward flow between 20°S and 80°N during the build-up to the SSW event. In addition, stratospheric cooling on the order of 5–15 K is observed in the tropics (Figure 1d).

Disturbances to the stratospheric circulation can have profound effects on the distribution of stratospheric ozone, which is a primary source for the generation of the migrating semidiurnal tide. Analysis of zonal mean ozone mixing ratio at 2 hPa (~43.5 km), close to the altitude of peak tidal heating, indicates that during the periods of tropical cooling the low-latitude ozone density has increased (Figure 2a). This increase in the ozone density is most pronounced around the peak of SSW, but is also observed during the periods of tropical cooling (days ~10–20 and ~30–40) that follow amplifications of planetary wave 1 or 2 (Figure 1).

An increase in the ozone density at 2 hPa is observed over a large range of latitudes and extends to ~30°N during the SSW. Figure 2b shows ozone changes with time and pressure level, presented as percentage difference with respect to the mean ozone density on Dec 1–10, 2008 at 25°S–5°N. Perturbations in the ozone density are positive in the upper stratosphere (above 10 hPa, ~30 km), with peaks reaching 6%, 13%, and 25% between 40–45 km (2–3 hPa), and are coincident with the disturbances in the residual circulation driven by the planetary waves. In the lower stratosphere, below 10 hPa (30 km), ozone perturbations are negative, have magnitudes of the order of 5–10%, and are superimposed on a negative seasonal trend.

Fritz and Soules [1970] have documented the cooling in the tropical stratosphere during SSW events. Randel [1993] reported global variations in zonal mean ozone during stratospheric warmings based on eight years of SBUV data. Changes in stratospheric parameters in winter 2008/2009 are fully consistent with earlier studies, including an increase in ozone density in the upper stratosphere and a decrease below ~30 km. They can be understood in terms of meridional circulation cells forced by planetary waves [Garcia, 1987; Randel, 1993, Figure 8]. Planetary wave forcing in the high-latitude winter hemisphere drives a global circulation with a clockwise lower cell (~40 km) and a counterclockwise upper cell (~40 km), with both cells...
extending well into the summer hemisphere. The adiabatic effects drive a warming in the high-latitude stratosphere and a cooling in the tropical stratosphere. The mesospheric effects have the opposite character, with mesospheric cooling in high latitudes and mesospheric warming in the tropics. Vertical transport associated with these cells is upward in the tropical stratosphere and downward in the tropical mesosphere. Thus, the increase in the low-latitude ozone density between 30–50 km is driven by several mechanisms: 1) upward transport of ozone from the ozone-rich lower stratosphere as indicated by Figure 2b, 2) meridional transport from the Southern to the Northern hemisphere, and 3) longer ozone lifetime in the photochemically controlled upper stratosphere due to the tropical cooling. The increase in ozone density that is shown in Figure 2b is expected to strengthen the amplitude of the migrating semidiurnal tide.

For weak planetary wave conditions the longitudinal distribution of stratospheric ozone is approximately uniform (Figure 2c). This zonally symmetric distribution drives the generation of the migrating semidiurnal tide. When planetary wave forcing generates anomalous circulation cells, the longitudinal distribution of ozone becomes more asymmetric (Figure 2d) and can lead to the generation of a non-migrating semidiurnal tide. Figures 2e and 2f show amplitudes of wave 1 and wave 2 in ozone as functions of time and latitude and indicate that zonal asymmetries in the ozone distribution become stronger after amplifications in the planetary wave activity.

As ionospheric electron density is sensitive to the tidal variations through the E-region dynamo mechanism, increased variations in tidal modes are expected to generate increased variations in the ionospheric electron density and in TEC. Figure 3 demonstrates diurnal behavior in TEC in the northern crest of the equatorial ionization anomaly (3°N, 75°W) for the period Dec 1, 2008–Mar 1, 2009, with Figure 3a presenting IRI (International Reference Ionosphere) model output and Figure 3b presenting observations of GPS TEC. According to IRI, TEC change during this period is dominated by a seasonal variation, with minimum daytime TEC predicted on January 15. In the second half of February, daytime TEC values start departing from the mean values calculated for the Dec 8–Jan 8 period due to the beginning of the transition to spring season. We note that the mean IRI TEC overestimates GPS TEC by ~30%, likely due to extreme solar minimum, but correctly represents the diurnal behavior in TEC. Another notable feature is a large day-to-day variability in GPS TEC that is not present in the model. To characterize this variability, we compute TEC variances as departure from the mean value during the daytime (9–21 LT), with mean value obtained from Dec 8–Jan 8 data. Figure 4a shows these variances for a range of latitudes in the 75°W longitudinal sector. To minimize effects of the seasonal transition, we limit data presentation to February 18 (day 80). Large variances are typically observed in the northern and southern crests of equatorial ionization anomaly (~3°N and 27°S). Particularly large variances are observed for a prolonged time period (~25 days) after the peak of the SSW and coincide with a change in the stratospheric ozone shown in Figure 2b. The observed ionospheric variability by far exceeds the
variability expected from the IRI model, as shown in Figure 4b. To facilitate comparison, IRI variances (blue line) are multiplied by a factor of 5. The essential feature of the observed ionospheric behavior is large variability that is not related to the geomagnetic activity (indicated by the Kp index) or seasonal changes (indicated by the IRI model). As it coincides with the ozone increase shown in Figures 2a and 2b, we suggest that the ionosphere responds to the modified tidal forcing.

[13] Sridharan et al. [2012] found a sustained increase in the amplitude of the semidiurnal tide in the tropical mesosphere after SSW, and linked it to the increase in the stratospheric ozone. Pedatella and Forbes [2010] reported a prolonged increase in the amplitudes of both migrating and non-migrating semidiurnal tides in GPS TEC data during the same time period as ozone density increase and increase in TEC variances shown in this study in Figures 2 and 4. Goncharenko et al. [2010b] found that effects of the 2009 SSW could be identified in the low-latitude ionosphere for at least three weeks after the peak in stratospheric temperatures. Analysis of COSMIC data indicated that the ionospheric response to the 2009 SSW lasted for ~25 days, with enhanced migrating tides playing a dominant role and non-migrating tides playing a secondary role in ionospheric effects [Lin et al., 2012]. These observations are fully consistent with our report of a sustained increase in the ozone density and an enhanced longitudinal asymmetry in ozone density that should lead to the amplification of both migrating and non-migrating semidiurnal tides and produce ionospheric perturbations.

[14] To summarize, quasi-stationary planetary waves that attain high amplitudes in the wintertime high-latitude stratosphere force large-scale circulation changes that reach the tropical stratosphere. The nature of these circulation changes leads to the long-lasting increase in tropical ozone density around the peak ozone heating rates (~30–50 km), where a migrating semidiurnal tide is generated through the absorption of solar UV. In addition, circulation changes amplify longitudinal inhomogeneities in the ozone distribution that can lead to the generation of the non-migrating tides. Perturbations in the ozone density are strongest during

Figure 3. Total electron content in the northern crest of the equatorial ionization anomaly (3\degree N, 75\degree W) (a) from the IRI model and (b) from the GPS TEC measurements.

Figure 4. (a) GPS TEC variance at 75\degree W. (b) TEC variance at 75\degree W and 3\degree N from GPS TEC observations (red) and from the IRI model (blue). The IRI TEC variance is multiplied by a factor of 5. The black line indicates the Kp index.
the SSW and last for over 35 days. Our results also indicate that high planetary wave activity that does not lead to sudden stratospheric warmings still forces similar variations in the tropical stratospheric ozone, albeit with smaller magnitude and shorter duration. Large and persistent variability in the ionospheric total electron content is observed in the low-latitude ionosphere coinciding with the ozone changes, and long after the decrease in planetary wave activity. We suggest that ozone perturbation is one of the important mechanisms connecting terrestrial and space weather.
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